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Welcome to the BitLayer Litepaper! BitLayer is a

groundbreaking blockchain project designed to

provide a robust ecosystem for decentralized

applications (DApps) and smart contracts. This

document provides an overview of our project, its key

features, and our vision for revolutionizing blockchain

technology.

INTRODUCTION



The blockchain industry faces challenges related to scalability, accessibility,

and user-friendliness. BitLayer was conceived to bridge these gaps and make

blockchain technology accessible to everyone.

PROBLEM
STATEMENT

BitLayer offers a secure and scalable blockchain network tailored for DApps

and smart contracts. Our platform simplifies complex processes, enhances

security, and ensures user-friendliness.

SOLUTION



KEY FEATURES
BitLayer Blockchain Foundation

The BitLayer Ecosystem is built on a robust blockchain foundation, ensuring

security, transparency, and decentralized control over your digital assets. Say

goodbye to intermediaries and embrace the power of true ownership.

BitLayer Native Token - $BTL

BitLayer Token $BTL , the driving force behind the BitLayer Ecosystem.

Designed to empower your journey into the realm of cryptocurrencies, $BTL

represents a new era of secure, transparent, and accessible digital finance.

DAX - BitLayerXchange

Experience seamless and secure trading with BitLayer's Decentralized

Exchange (DAX) BitLayerXchange. Trade a wide range of cryptocurrencies

directly from your wallet, all while maintaining control of your funds.

Token Staking - BITStake

Unlock the potential of your $BTL tokens through our staking feature. Earn

rewards and actively participate in securing the BitLayer network while

holding and supporting the ecosystem.

BitLayer Intuitive App

Our user-centric app serves as your gateway to the crypto realm. Buy, sell,

trade, and manage your assets with ease. The app caters to all levels of

experience, from beginners to seasoned traders, providing a seamless and

convenient interface.

Comprehensive Portfolio Management

Dive into the Portfolio feature, where you can organize, track, and optimize

your holdings. Real-time updates, customizable alerts, and performance

insights empower you to make informed decisions.

Crypto Analytics

Stay ahead of the curve with real-time market data, detailed charts, and

performance insights. BitLayer equips you with the tools you need to refine

your trading strategies and capitalize on opportunities.



KEY FEATURES
Community Hub

Join a vibrant community of like-minded individuals on the BitLayer

platform. Connect, share insights, and collaborate to expand your knowledge

and strengthen your crypto journey.

Top-Notch Security

Security is paramount in the BitLayer Ecosystem. Benefit from advanced

measures like two-factor authentication, cold storage options, and

encryption protocols that safeguard your assets and data.

Inclusivity

BitLayer is for everyone. We break down barriers to crypto adoption,

providing accessible education and resources, making the world of

cryptocurrencies more welcoming and empowering.



TOKENOMICS
Token Name: BitLayer Token ($BTL)

Total Supply: 700,000,000

PCS Liquidity: 75.0%

Listing Purpose: 10.0%

Admin & Team: 5.0%

Staking Event: 5.0%

Partnerships: 5.0%

ROADMAP

Launch the BitLayer app with Portfolio Management, Crypto Analytics,

and Buy Crypto features.

Add more cryptocurrencies.

Enhance the community hub.

Implement advanced security features.

Foster partnerships for growth.

Introduce groundbreaking features.

Integrate decentralized applications (DApps).

Enhance user experience through continuous improvements.

BitLayer has an ambitious roadmap that outlines our path to success:

Phase 1 - Foundation:

Phase 2 - Expansion:

Phase 3 - Innovation:



TEAM

Meet the dedicated and diverse team behind BitLayer. Our experts bring a

wealth of experience to drive innovation and excellence.

COMMUNITY
Join our vibrant community on Telegram, Discord, and social media. We

value your input and invite you to be part of the BitLayer journey.

Social media live

✅Channel : https://t.me/Bitlayer_cnn

✅Website : https://bitlayer.network

✅Twitter   : https://twitter.com/BitLayer_OFC

✅Reddit    : https://www.reddit.com/user/BitLayer_Network

✅Medium : https://medium.com/@BitLayer_Network


